A study was conducted in a middle to upper class neighborhood in a Minnesota city to determine the practices that the Spanish teacher used to encourage full student participation and to consider whether the Freirian view of education can furnish an adequate framework for understanding this teacher's practices. Of the school's more than 500 students, about 56% were minority, and many were of lower socioeconomic status. All materials used in the Spanish classes, which were attended by all children for 1 hour each week, were prepared by the teacher herself. During the 1990-91 school year, all six second-third grade Spanish classes (176 children) had been observed. The ideas of P. Freire provided a framework and methodology that did not bias the data through preconceptions. The teacher's teaching practices created interdependence, cooperation, and a new classroom culture. Games were the medium she used to socialize the children out of endemic school failure and to make learning dynamic. A generative theme was used as a springboard to social awareness and as a tool to lead students toward mutual respect and tolerance. Participation by elite and non-elite students required tailoring learning opportunities to the students' individual needs. (Contains 22 references.) (SLD)
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INTRODUCTION

This study responds to the need for redirecting social science research from the often hopeless study of educational failure to the heartening exploration of new and creative ways of meeting the needs of non-elite students (Ernst and Statzner, 1994), and tries to illuminate "when, and in what ways...learning settings make a difference" (Wolcott, 1987:40).

A major objective of this investigation was to discover “meanings and relationships,” which the Spindlers remind us is at the heart of all ethnographic work (1987:156). For data collection participant observation was the mode selected because it serves to “explain [and] to describe reality in words....It is related to hermeneutics in which peoples’ acts are texts that can be understood by critically reading them” (Bernard, 1988:22). In addition, participant observation is a required tool if one hopes to, “understand the meaning of the observations...formulate sensible questions in the native language, [and] describe processes” (Bernard 1988:150-2).
SITE OF THE STUDY: “WHITE HERO” ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Location: Middle/upper class Caucasian neighborhood, including a busy business area, in a city in Minnesota.

Student population: 500 plus students, even male/female distribution, 56% minority students. Ethnic groups in order of representation: Caucasian, African American, Latino, Asian, Native American and “Others.” Mix of children from low-and middle-income families. Most students, especially the low SES students, were bussed to the school.

Staff: 18 Caucasian classroom teachers. Three Caucasian specialists, including the Spanish specialist, two African American specialists (one male, phy. ed., and one female, music, teacher:).

Parents active in the school: Middle-class parents, mostly Caucasian. Exception: The yearly music festival well attended by minority parents.
SEÑORA ANDERSON AND THE SPANISH PROGRAM
AT "WHITE HERO" ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Program organization: All children, K-6, had one-hour per week of Spanish, during their classroom teacher’s preparatory hour.

Physical Setting: A large, well lighted, carpeted classroom with mobile student work tables.

Staff: Señora Anderson, Caucasian, a certified elementary/ESL teacher fluent in Spanish. Over five years teaching experience. Had traveled in Mexico and Spain. Considered by minority parents and other foreign language teachers dynamic and effective.

Curriculum organization: No administrative guidelines. All materials used for Spanish classes in grades K-6 were prepared by Señora Anderson herself.
METHODOLOGY

Researcher roles: Participant observer and interviewer.

Field Methods (tools and techniques):

Field notes.

Recording (audio and videotapes).

Videorecording of 52 hour-long Spanish lessons.

Interviews (formal and informal).

General Observations: “White Hero” school and district memos and guidelines. Selected school events, neighborhood of school, low SES neighborhoods of students at the school, Spanish classes, Spanish teacher’s home, daily schedule, and teaching materials.

DATA


Macro Analysis: 1988-1991. Two split 2/3 grade Spanish classes and two French classes, comparable program, age group, and school. The French teacher returned to a regular classroom the following year. During 1989-1990 collaborative projects with the Spanish teacher in split 2/3 grade classes were continued. Also presentation and publication of the data of the pilot study (Statzner, Winter 1989-90). Main study 1990-91: All six 2/3 grade Spanish classes, 176 children (49% Caucasian, 34% African American, and 17% Others). Plus the analysis of 52 hour-long videorecording of the Spanish lessons (Feb.-May 1991).

Micro Analysis: 12 hour-long videotaped Spanish lessons (two lessons for each one of the six classes). February to May 1991.
QUESTIONS

1. What practices did Señora Anderson, the preparatory time Spanish specialist, utilize to encourage full student participation?

2. Can the Freirian view of education furnish an adequate framework for understanding what this teacher did?
DISCUSSION

Freire's notions provided a framework and a methodology that did not bias the data on the children through the use of negative preconceptions and labels. On the contrary, it helped focus on the wider picture with an empathetic eye in the truest anthropological tradition.

Señora Anderson's teaching process created interdependence, cooperation and a new classroom culture (Woods 1990, Echeverriarza 1992), and took advantage of the fact that her classroom was sheltered from the society's most negative aspects (Shor and Freire, 1987).

The games were the medium Señora Anderson used to socialize the eight and nine-year-old children out of endemic school failure. This approach made learning dynamic, and her pedagogy matched Freire's notion of an enjoyable learning environment in which cognitive and affective domains go hand in hand.

Señora Anderson, through the use of a global unit as the year's theme, made use of a "generative theme" as a springboard to social awareness.\(^1\) In addition, within the limited time at her disposal, she consciously led students toward a path of mutual respect and tolerance -- which are the foundations of a pluralistic society, according to Freire (c.f., Echeverriarza 1992, Ladson-Billings 1994, and Nieto 1992).

\(^1\) For the use of "generative themes" in regular elementary classrooms see M. Freire (1983), and Torres (1990).
CONCLUSIONS

1. **The students’ participation in the Spanish program by elite and non-elite children entailed acquiring social and participatory skills in advance of acquiring academic knowledge. Effective learning required opportunities for the students to experience public recognition of their achievement. Such opportunities had to be tailored to the students’ individual needs.**

   The mastery of integrative and participatory skills was essential before academic learning took place and breakdowns in those skills (for various reasons) impeded learning. Freire has always maintained that learning about the world is a pre-requisite to the reading of words. Señora Anderson was helping children read the world of schooling before their “reading” of the academic subject.

2. **Factors other than teaching methodology, such as the students’ and the teacher’s backgrounds as well as a realistic evaluation of the teaching environment must be considered when assessing an instructional program.**

   The social dimension of learning necessitates the utilization of multiple pedagogies (Tikunoff 1986, and Shor and Freire 1987). Señora Anderson’s pedagogy was constituted by an eclectic combination of methodologies suited to her students and teaching environment.

   I agree with Freire that “pedagogies” cannot be blindly copied from one setting to another; there are no blue prints to successful teaching. However, there exist principled approaches to the analysis of educational experiences that can inform researchers and practitioners. Freirian notions clarify them by stressing the economic interconnections between the First and Third Worlds, the relevance of educators’ deeply-held beliefs to their practice, and the importance of analyzing the working environment, in addition to centering the pedagogical efforts around students’ needs.
3. A European American teacher can be effective in fostering the academic success of non-elite children, including students with different ethnic and linguistic backgrounds from her own.

Señora Anderson, in spite of being grounded in an European American middle-class culture could relate well to children from economic, cultural and social backgrounds different from her own. This is in accordance with Trueba’s notion that a good teacher serves as a “cultural broker” (1989), as well as G. and L. Spindler’s idea of teachers as agents practicing “cultural therapy” in their classrooms (Trueba, 1994).

However, while Señora Anderson provided an effective academic role model she could not make up for the school’s lack of cultural models for the students. In a school where over 50% of the children were non-European American, there was a glaring lack of diversity among staff and administrators who appeared like a white sea in a brown ocean.

4. Preparatory-time teaching in a heterogeneous school setting (socioeconomically and culturally diverse) is a very difficult teaching mode that cannot flourish in the absence of collegial and administrative support.

The difficulty of teaching in programs with limited student-engagement time, requires evaluators to maintain a holistic focus, emphasizing the possibilities and advantages of exposing children to a variety of academic and life skills (c.f., Rosenbusch, 1992). This is important because, in spite of all the problems associated with preparatory-time teaching that undoubtedly curtailed the teaching of the Spanish language, Señora Anderson was able to focus her program on multicultural skills (including Spanish linguistics) that all children, elite and non-elite alike, need in a pluralistic society such as the US.

The frustrations associated with preparatory-time teaching derive not only from constraints intrinsic to the limited contact time with the students, but also from negative and/or erroneous views about prep-time teaching held by colleagues and administrators. Obviously, ignoring these pressures only aggravates the situation and condemns prep-time teachers and their students to repeated confusion and failure.
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